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Motto    Short    well defined   theme   recurring
throughout  a  composition   cf   I&ic. flxe  in
Berlioz s Symphonic FantastiQue
Movement    Separate  sections   of a   large scale
composition each in its own form
Music drama    Term used to describe Wagner s
and sometimes other large scale operas
Mwfes    Devices used to damp the sound of
various instruments
Naiufal (of a note or key)    Not sharp or flat
Neo classical    Term   used   to   describe   music
written mostly during the 1920s and 80s in the
style of Bach or Mozart
Ninth    Interval taking nine steps  eg   from C
upwards an octave and a whole tone to D
hocturne    Literally   a      night piece       hence
usually of lyrical character
Nonet    Composition for nine instruments
IV otaiion    Act of writing down music
Aote    Single sound of specified pitch and dura
tion   symbol to represent this
ObWwato    Instrumental part having a special or
essential rdle in a piece
Oboe    Woodwind instrument with double reed
descended from hautboy   as such in use since
16th cent   in modern form since 18th cent
Octave    Interval taking eight steps of scale with
top and bottom notes having- same    name
C to C is an octave
Octet    Composition  foi   eight   instruments   or
voices
Owto Martenot    Belongs to a class of melodic
instruments in which the tone is produced by
electrical vibrations controlled by the movement
of the hands not touching the instrument
Opera    Musical work for the stage with ringing
characters   originated in early years of 17th
cent
Opera sena    Chief operatic form of 17th and 18th
cent    usually set to very  formal librettos
concerning gods or heroes of ancient history
Operetta    Lighter type of opera
Opus    (abbr Oy>)   With number following opus
indicates order of a composer s composition
Oratorio    Vocal work  usually for soloists and
choir    with    instrumental    accompaniment
generally with setting of a religious text
Orchettra    Term to designate large   or largish
body of instrumentalists   originated in 17th
cent
Orchestration    Art of setting out work for instru
ments of an orchestra    To he distinguished
from Instrumentation (a « )
Organ    Flaborate keyboard instrument in which
air is blown through pipes by bellows to sound
notes    Tone Is altered by selection of various
stops and  since the 16th cent   a pedal key
board has also been incorporated
Oroanum    In mediceval music a part sung as an
accompaniment below or above the melody or
plainaong usually at the interval of a fourth or
fifth   also loosely this method of singing in
parts
Ornament    Notes that are added to  a given
melody by composer or performer as an em
belhshment
Overture    Instrumental Introdviction or prelude
to larger work -usually opera    Concert over
tares are simply that   *e m>rk to be played at
start of a concert
Part    Music of one performer in an ensemble
single strand in a composition.
Port song    Vocal composition in several parts
PassacagUa    Composition in which a tune is
constantly repeated, usually m the bass
Passage    Section of a composition
Passion   Musical setting of the New Testament
storv of Chnst s trial and crucifixion
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Pastitfic    Piece deliberately written in another
composer s style
Paian(e)     Moderately paced dance dating from
16th cent or earlier
Pedal    Held note m bass of composition.
Pentatomc Scale    Scale  of five  notes—usually
piano s five black keys or other notes m the same
relation to each othei
Pcicus&on    Collective title for instruments of
the orchestra that are sounded by being struck
by hand or stick
Phrygian Mode    One of the scales of mediaeval
music represented by the white keys on piano
from E to E
Piano    Soft abbr $  <pi> — pianissimo very soft
instrument   invented  in  18th cent    having
strings struck by hammer as opposed to the
earlier harpsichord where they are plucked The
modern piano has 88 keys and can be either
upright    (vertical) or   grand    (horizontal)
Pianoforte    Almost obsolete full Italian name for
the piano
Pitch    Exact height or depth of i particular
musical sound or note
Pizzicato     Direction for stringed instruments
that the strings should be plucked instead of
bowed
Plamcliant   Plamsong   Mediaeval church music
consisting of single line of melody without
harmony or definite rhythm
Poll a    Dance in 2/4 tune originating in 18th
cent    Bohemia
Polonaise    Polish dance generally in 3/4 time
Polyphony    Combination of two or more musical
lines as in counterpoint
Poll/tonality    Simultaneous use of several keys
Posttude    Closing piece opposite of Prelude
Prelude    Introductory piece
Presto    Very fast    Prestissimo    Still faster
Progression    Movement from one chord to next
to make musical sense
Quartet Worl written for four instruments or
voices group to play or sing such a work
Quaver Note that equals two semiquavers or
half a crotchet
Quintet Work written for five instruments or
voices group to play or sing such a work
Rattentando   Slowing down
Remmtulatwn    Section   of   composition   that
repeats original material in something like its
original form
Recitative    Term used for declamation in singing
written   m  ordinary  notation  but   allowing
rhythmical licence
Recorder    Woodwind instrument  forerunner of
flute
Reed   Vibrating  tongue of woodwind Instru
ments
Register    Set of organ pipes controlled by a
particular stop   used In reference to different
ranges  of  instrument   or   voice   (eg    chest
register)
Relative    Term used to indicate common key
signature of a major and minor Ley
Rtoelateur    Member of opera houses musical
staff who coaches singers in their parts
Rest   Notation of pauses for instrument in com
position having a definite length like a note
Retrograde    Term used to describe a melody
played backwards
Rliapsody    Work of no definite kind with a
degree of romantic content
Rhythm    Everything concerned with the time
of music (ie   beats  accent  metre  etc) aa
opposed to the pitch side

